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Elkay® Take Out Bags

FOODSERVICE

OUTSTANDING FOOD PROTECTION AND SO MUCH MORE

Make sure your customers leave with a great impression. Elkay® Take Out Bags are made from strong and economical
High Density material that won’t rip or tear and provides a high degree of leak protection. The deep gussets help the
bags stand without tipping over which allows them to be ﬁlled quickly and helps to reduce the chance of spilling. The
bags have an integrated carry handle for your customers’ comfort and convenience. They’re available in a range of sizes
to ﬁt standard take out containers and are opaque white. In addition, many are made with a special controlled-life
additive that allows them to break down in the presence of sunlight and oxygen.

THE RIGHT TAKE OUT BAG:

Cardboard Bottom Insert Take Out Bag

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extra wide gusset bottom allows bag to stand up on its own
Easy opening for loading and unloading
Carry or loop handles for easy carrying
High Density Polyethylene for added strength and durability
An array of available sizes oﬀer ﬂexibility and eﬃciency
Colorful designs or plain white
Custom printing and conﬁgurations available
Many made with controlled-life technology to help protect the environment

Elkay® has a large and jumbo sized Take Out Bag that features a cardboard bottom insert for extra strength, allowing food
containers to sit ﬂat for safe transport from restaurant to destination. Perfect for caterers and large family take out meals!

SOME THINGS ARE FOREVER. THIS BAG ISN’T ONE OF THEM.
Controlled-Life
Plastics

This fully recyclable bag is made with a special controlled-life additive that will allow the bag to break down in the
presence of sunlight and oxygen.

CONTROLLED LIFE ADDITIVE
Many of Elkay’s Take Out Bags are made with d2w® controlled-life technology. Thanks to d2w®, the bag will have a much
shorter life than ordinary plastic if exposed to the open environment because the technology allows the bag to break down
into harmless components after a pre-determined period of time (typically 18-24 months) in the outdoor environment. What
sets d2w® apart from many alternatives is that poly bags made with this remarkable technology are still recyclable with
regular plastics. Naturally, these bags are fully compliant with FDA requirements for food contact. You can get more
information about d2w® online at www.elkayplastics.com/environment

ELKAY® PLASTICS: YOUR ONE-STOP POLY BAG SOLUTION
Elkay® has the most complete line of FDA compliant poly bags for the Foodservice industry, so no matter what you’re
looking for, we’re sure to have the right bag for the job. Eight strategically located distribution centers around the US ensure
that the bags you need are available when you need them. And when you need a custom printed bag or a one-of-a-kind bag
for a special need, you can turn to Elkay’s unmatched custom capabilities to meet your requirements quickly and
competitively. Make Elkay® Plastics your ﬁrst call for all your Foodservice poly bag needs!
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BETTER QUALITY AND BETTER PRICES = BETTER TAKE OUT BAG SOLUTIONS
Fast Food | Caterers | Bakeries | Delis | Take Out Services | Restaurants
Restaurant operators will appreciate the strength of these bags and how quickly they can be loaded, thanks to
the wide-opening Wave Top. Diners will appreciate the convenient carry handles and deep gussets that allow
the bag to stand on its own to help prevent the contents from spilling.

“THANK YOU” PRINT WITH WAVE TOP CARRY HANDLES
“Thank You” Print

ITEM
TO165146TY*
TO191895TY*
TO211810TY*
TO242011TY*

SIZE
16½ X 14 + 6BG
19 X 18 + 9½BG
21 X 18 + 10BG
24 X 20 + 11BG

GAUGE
(MIL)
1.25
1.5
1.5
1.5

QTY
/CASE
500
500
500
250

* Made with d2w® Controlled-Life Technology

Fits rectangular containers up to 6”.
Fits up to four 9 X 9 containers stacked.
Fits up to four 9 X 9 containers and two small side containers.
For catering or large carryout orders. Half pan shallow, medium
and deep. Fits four 9 X 9 containers, two 12" trays or two 9 X 9
containers and two bakery boxes.

LEGACY PRINT DESIGN WITH WAVE TOP CARRY HANDLES
ITEM

TO12135P

SIZE

TO12135P*

12 X 13 + 5BG

GAUGE
(MIL)
1.2

QTY
/CASE
1000

Great for hamburgers, sandwiches or small side dish containers.

* Made with d2w Controlled-Life Technology
®

PLAIN WITH WAVE TOP CARRY HANDLES
ITEM
TO191895
TO211810
TO242011

SIZE
19 X 18 + 9½BG
21 X 18 + 10BG
24 X 20 + 11BG

GAUGE
(MIL)
1.25
1.25
1.25

QTY
/CASE
500
500
250

Fits up to four 9 X 9 containers stacked.
Fits up to four 9 X 9 containers and two small side containers.
For catering or large carryout orders. Half pan shallow, medium
and deep. Fits four 9 X 9 containers and two 12" trays or two 9 X 9
containers and two bakery boxes.

PRINTED WITH SQUARE CUT TOP CARRY HANDLES
ITEM

SIZE

TO121016*

12 X 10 X 16 + 10BG

GAUGE
(MIL)

QTY
/CASE

1.75

500

Fits up to four containers in sizes up to 11 X 8 X 3 dimensions.

* Made with d2w® Controlled-Life Technology

These bags are designed for caterers, delis, bakeries and family restaurant take out orders, with additional strength built in and a sturdy
cardboard insert in the broad base. The comfortable loop handles make the bag easy to carry, and the broad base helps prevent the bag
from tipping over and spilling the contents. These bags can easily accommodate round trays, steam trays, bakery boxes and more.

PLAIN WITH LOOP HANDLES
Features a bottom cardboard insert for extra strength
ITEM
TO14115
TO2214

SIZE
14 X 11½ X 12 + 12BG
22 X 14 X 15¼ + 14BG

GAUGE
(MIL)
3
3

QTY
/CASE
200
100

Fits up to four 9 X 9 containers and two small side containers.
For catering or large carryout orders. Half pan shallow, medium and
deep. Fits 12" round trays, X-large food containers and bakery boxes or
four 9 X 9 containers and two 12" trays.

d2w® is a registered trademark of Symphony Environmental Limited Company
Bags with four dimensions are described as the following: W X SG X L X BG = Width x Side Gusset x Length x Bottom Gusset
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